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LEGALFOXES LAW TIMES
INDIAN ABORTION LAWS: A LEGAL STUDY
By Kumud Jain
ABSTRACT
Abortion is a marvel that has been pondered upon since days of its inception and proceeds to be a
subject of dispute even today. This discussion can be restated in two terms-Pro Choice
furthermore, Pro Life. Abortion is multi faceted on the grounds that it includes the summit of
numerous perspectives such as religion, morals, medication and law. Abortion is a social issue
that gives freedom to women furthermore, gives them capacity to settle on their own choices. In
spite of 30 years of liberal legislation, most of women in India actually need admittance to safe
abortion care. This paper basically surveys the historical backdrop of abortion law and strategy
in India since the 1960s and examination on abortion administration conveyance. Amendments
in 2020 to the 1971 Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act, including devolution of guideline of
abortion administrations to the locale level, correctional measures to discourage arrangement of
perilous abortions, justification of actual necessities for offices to give early abortion, and
endorsement of medical abortion, have all intended to grow safe administrations. Proceeding
with issues incorporate helpless guideline of both public and private area benefits, a doctor just
arrangement that bars mid-level suppliers and low enlistment of country contrasted with
metropolitan centers; all confine access. Helpless consciousness of the law, superfluous spousal
assent prerequisites, preventative targets connected to abortion, and casual and high charges
additionally fill in as hindrances have all been dealt with. Preparing more suppliers, rearranging
enlistment methods, de-connecting facility and supplier endorsement, and connecting strategy
with exceptional innovation, exploration and great clinical practice are some quick estimates
expected to improve women's admittance to safe abortion care.
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INTRODUCTION
“There is no freedom, no equality, no full human dignity and personhood possible for women
until they assert and demand control over their own bodies and reproductive process…The right
to have an abortion is a matter of individual conscience and conscious choice for the women
concerned.”1 -Betty Friedan.
WOMEN AND their right to decide their sexuality, fertility and generation are contemplations
that have only sometimes, if at any time, been considered in the development of approaches
identified with abortion.1 Abortion is perhaps the most questionable moral issues since it
concerns the taking of a human life. By and large, in the event that we take a gander at
conventional contentions for and against abortion, we discover lawful and strict contentions
controlling each separately. At the point when it goes to the individuals who favor abortion, they
highlight the contention that abortion speaks to a woman’s“right to choose” regardless of
whether to proceed with her pregnancy or end it. Antiabortionists, by and large make a strict
contention as the initiate of their system resistance to abortion.
Through the expansive breadth of history, women have practiced different types of anticonception medication and abortion. These practices have created extraordinary good, moral,
political and lawful discussions since abortion isn't just a medico-specialized issue however "the
fulcrum of a much broader ideological struggle in which the very meanings of the family, the
state, motherhood and young women's sexuality are contested.2”

Abortion and Human Rights
Human Rights are those rights, which ought to be accessible to each person with no segregation
of any sort. Acknowledgment of the inborn respect and of the equivalent and natural rights of all
individuals from the human family is the establishment of opportunity. The main right of a
1

Amar Jesani and Aditi Iyer, “Women and Abortion” (6) Economic and Political Weekly, available at:
http://www.jstor.org/action/cookie Absent (last visited on Sep. 29, 2016).
2
Patchesky Rosalind Pollack, Abortion and Women's Choice: The State, Sexuality and Reproductive Freedom, 39
(Northeastern University Press, 1991).
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Human is the right to life. It is the incomparable human right from which no criticism is allowed.
It is unavoidable. The Article 6(1) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
forbid the self-assertive hardship of life. In any case, there are some dubious issues identified
with this preeminent right. One such issue is the subject of Right to abortion. Among different
rights of women, it is accepted that each mother has an option to abortion, it is a universal right.
In any case, the rights of the mother are to be offset with the rights of the unborn.

Prior the right to abortion was not allowed and it was emphatically contradicted by the general
public. The termination of pregnancy was named to be a homicide of the baby. Yet, because of
the adjustment as expected and innovation, these days this right has been legitimately endorsed
by a large portion of the countries after the renowned choice of Roe Vs Wade by the US
Supreme Court. In any case, the resistances are as yet present and individuals do accept that it
ought to be legitimately denied.

Since the beginning, initiated abortions have been a wellspring of impressive discussion and
debate. A person's very own position on the complex moral, moral, and legitimate issues has a
solid relationship with the given person's worth framework. An individual's situation on abortion
might be portrayed as a blend of their own convictions on the profound quality of initiated
abortion and the moral furthest reaches of the public authority's genuine position.

It is a woman’s individual rights, right to her life, to her freedom, and to the quest for her joy,
that endorses her right to have an abortion. A women's regenerative and sexual wellbeing and
shape her conceptive decisions. Conceptive rights are internationally perceived as basic both to
propelling women's human rights and to advancing turn of events. As of late, governments from
everywhere the world have recognized and vowed to progress conceptive rights to an
extraordinary degree. Formal laws and strategies are critical pointers of government obligation to
advancing conceptive rights. Every single women has an outright right to have power over her
body, frequently known as substantial rights.
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Abortion as a Constitutional Right
Our Constitution framers were watchful and instilled the sprit that individuals should be ensured
against abuse of intensity by the public authority what's more, its officials. They, accordingly,
accommodated the crucial rights to a limited Part III of the Constitution. The Article 21 of Indian
constitution give right to life which incorporates inside its ambit the right to protection. Right to
life and individual freedom is the most hallowed, valuable, basic and basic of the multitude of
major rights of residents. This assurance forces a restriction on the public authority and it is
important for the social and social cognizance of the network in India. In this specific
circumstance, each lady owe an individual right, right to her life, to her freedom, and to the quest
for her joy, that endorses her right to have an abortion. The women have regenerative highlights
and have right to choose about her sexual wellbeing and shape her conceptive decisions. To
guarantee accessibility of human rights to women and to progress the turn of events, the
international network recognized conceptive rights of the women.

To follow the international order, governments from everywhere the world have perceived and
authorize conceptive rights to women to a remarkable statures. To satisfy its responsibility
government enacted formal laws and approaches that are prime pointers in advancing
regenerative rights. Along these lines it tends to be repeated that everywhere on the World every
single woman has an unequivocal right to have command over her own body and the right to
abort.
The Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act, 1971 and Regulations, 1975
After the “Roe v. Wade”3 case, European and American nations began to authorize abortion.
During the most recent thirty years, since 1970s numerous nations have changed their abortion
laws. Roe case has been along these lines altered by the US Supreme Court in “Planned
Parenthood v. Casey”4 where the legitimateness of the abortion law is presently connected to the
practicality of the baby as opposed to the unbending third trimester test set down in Roe case.

3
4

410 U.S. 113 (1973).
1 505 U.S. 833 (1992).
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In India, the “Central Family Planning Board” on August 25, 1964 suggested the Ministry of
Health to establish a panel to examine the need of legislation on abortion. The suggestion was
embraced in the later 50% of 1964 comprising a council which comprised of individuals from
different Indian public and private offices. The board of trustees – called “Shantilal Shah
Committee”. Subsequent to examining a tremendous breadth of measurable information
accessible around then, this council gave its report on December 30, 1966 5. Based on this report,
the public authority passed the “Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act, 1971 (MTP Act of
1971)” and changed abortion laws in India.

The panel recognized that there didn't exist and would not exist in the unsurprising future either
the specialists or the medical offices to help a broad abortion program. It likewise explicitly
rejected that its goal was to drive down for the legislation of abortion just for the populace
control in India. The board of trustees further called attention to6:
“It is felt, that legalising abortions with a view of obtaining demographic results is unpractical
and may even defeat the constructive and positive practice of family planning through
contraception.”
It is significant that the MTP Act was executed in the long stretch of April, 1972 and again
modified in the time of 1975 to take out tedious methodology for the endorsement of the place
and to make benefits all the more promptly accessible. This Act was changed in the year 2002
and again in 2005. The Preamble of the Act expresses, “An Act to provide for the termination of
certain pregnancies by registered medical practitioners and for matters connected therewith or
incidental thereto.7”

5

Government of India, Report of the Committee to Study the Question of Legalisation of Abortion 36 (Ministry of
Health and Family, 1966)
6
Ibid
7
Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act, 1972 (Act of 1971), Preamble.
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The Act, comprising of only 8 sections, manages the different angles like the time, place and
conditions in which a pregnancy might be ended by an enrolled medical practitioner. It
legitimizes abortion in the event that where there is a disappointment of contraceptives or where
the pregnancy will unfavorably influence the physical or mental termination of pregnancy, assent
of the pregnant woman is an absolute necessity except if she is a minor or unstable when her
guardian's assent is required.8

The Act licenses abortion just in specific conditions. The Act permits medical terminationof
pregnancy as long as Twenty weeks' development. In spite of the fact that the Act discusses the
composed assent of the pregnant mother before the procedure is controlled to her, the law
neglects to perceive the social reality that a lady can't settle on a free decision. Subsequently, it is
clear that the Act neglects to accomplish a harmony between the right of the unborn to be
conceived and the right of the woman, who bears, conceives an offspring and backs the child, to
choose whether she needs the kid or needs to cut off the embryo.

The MTP Act (No.34 of 1971)9 presents full security to an enrolled allopathic medical
practitioner against any legitimate or criminal procedures for any injury caused to a lady looking
for abortion, given that the abortion was done in accordance with some basic honesty under the
particulars of the Act. The Act permits an undesirable pregnancy to be ended as long as 20 weeks
of pregnancy, and requires a second specialist's endorsement if the pregnancy is past 12 weeks.
The grounds incorporate grave danger to the physical or emotional well-being of the woman in
her actual or predictable climate, as when pregnancy results from preventative disappointment,
or on humanitarian grounds, or if pregnancy results from a rape, for example, assault or
intercourse with a mentally challenged women, or on eugenic grounds, where there is motivation
to presume significant danger that the youngster, whenever conceived, would experience the ill
effects of disfigurement or sickness. The law permits any clinic kept up by the Government to

8

Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act, 1972 (Act of 1971), s. 3
Government of India. The Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act [Act No. 34, 1971]. 1971; Ministry of
Health and Family Planning: New Delhi.
9
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perform abortions, however requires endorsement or confirmation of any office in the private
area.

In case of abortion to save a lady's life, the law makes exemptions: the specialist need not have
the specified insight or preparing yet at the same time should be an enrolled allopathic medical
practitioner, a subsequent assessment isn't important for abortions past 12 weeks and the office
need not have earlier confirmation.

“The Medical Termination of Pregnancy Rules and Regulations 1975” 10 characterize the
measures and methodology for endorsement of an abortion office, strategies for assent, keeping
records and reports, and guaranteeing secrecy. Any termination of pregnancy done at a clinic or
other office without earlier endorsement of the Government is considered unlawful and the onus
is on the emergency clinic to get earlier endorsement.

In “Nikhil D. Dattar v. Union of India”, 11 section 3 and 5 of MTP Act was tested on the ground
of avoidance of consequences vires of the Act. For this situation the hatchling was analyzed for
complete heart block subsequently the Petitioner, in her twenty 6th seven day stretch of
pregnancy, had looked for termination of pregnancy. The solicitor fought that section 5(1) of the
MTP Act ought to be perused down to remember the outcomes for section 3 and thus, a bearing
ought to be given to the respondents to permit the solicitor to end the pregnancy. The court held
that the courts are not enabled to enact upon a rule. Sections 3 and 5 accommodate right to end
pregnancy just under the predetermined conditions. What's more, the cure under section 5 must
be accessible when the non-termination of pregnancy would be risky to the life of pregnant lady.
While excusing the request the court additionally held that since twenty a month and a half of
pregnancy has just passed the court couldn't pass any course for exercise ofright under section 3.

10

Government of India. The Medical Termination of Pregnancy Rules and Regulations. Vide GSR
2543. 1975; Gazette of India: New Delhi.
11
S.L.P. (Civ.) No. XXXX of 2008 (Supreme Court of India), available at:
http://www.hrln.org/hrln/images/stories/pdf/xandy-petition-8-3-14.pdf
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This case additionally repeated that the physical and mental injury which may be capable by
women in such conditions. It additionally featured the moral issue looked by the specialists in
comparable situations. 12
The Medical Termination of Pregnancy(Amendment) Bill, 2020: An Analysis
“India will now stand amongst nations with a highly progressive law which allows legal
abortions on a broad range of therapeutic, humanitarian and social grounds. It is a
milestone which will further empower women, especially those wh o are vulnerable and
victims of rape,- Union Cabinet Minister for Textiles and Women and Child
Development. Smriti Irani.”
A significant bit of legislation addressing India about portion of India has gone to a great extent
unapplauded. In late January 2020, the Union Cabinet altered the 1971 Medical Termination of
Pregnancy (MTP) Act permitting women to look for abortions as a component of regenerative
rights and sex equity. The correction likewise puts India in the top group of nations serving
women who wish to settle on individual decisions from their viewpoints and dilemmas.

The correction has raised the furthest reaches of MTP from 20 to 24 weeks for women including
assault

survivors, casualties of interbreeding, diversely abled women and minors.

Disappointment of contraception is likewise recognized and MTP is presently accessible to "any
lady or her accomplice" substituting the old arrangement for "just married lady or her significant
other." The new law is forward looking, compassionate and takes a gander at a delicate issue
with a human face.

India's move comes when the milestone Roe v. SWade in the Supreme Court of the United States
(US) is under investigation. That 1973 judgment ensures a pregnant lady's freedom to choose
whether or not to have an abortion without unnecessary government limitations. A memorable
bit of legislation, it filled in as an encouraging sign for women around the globe. Roe v. Swim is
12

Centre for Reproductive Rights, Human Rights Law Network, available at:
https://www.reproductiverights.org/sites/crr.civicactions.net/files/documents/Datar_v_India.pdf
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currently shaking at its underlying foundations as a moderate US Supreme Court needs
specialists performing abortions to get conceding advantages from a close by medical clinic.

American women rightfully stress that the public authority could ring wall their alternatives. A
choice isn't normal until not long from now and a lot is on the line. The European Court of
Human Rights has never stood up on the subject of abortion and whether it ought to be
legitimized. In fact, Ireland, an individual from the European Council, legitimized abortion just
in 2018.

The Indian amendment says there is no restriction for gestational age in the event of fetal
anomalies. This tends to maternal mortality and dismalness emerging from perilous abortions.
Women will likewise be saved the pressure and distress of looking for authorizations from courts
as time expires on them. The correction explains the job of practitioners who wonder whether or
not to mediate in instances of assault and interbreeding survivors.

Pundits state alteration doesn't go far enough. Their guideline concern is nonappearance of scale
in the supplier base. The revision is reasonably huge taking into account the incorporation of
changes as the exchange outlines its boundaries. Outlining is key in general wellbeing. Edges
choose what is in question, who is capable and where arrangements can emerge out of. Sex
equity, conceptive wellbeing, maternal wellbeing and a lady's right to her body are issues that
need exceptional consideration since what is in question isn't only the government assistance of
women yet additionally that of whole social orders.

General wellbeing ground real factors in India vary boundlessly from state to state. What is
ordinary in Kerala (reaction to Nipah) and Coronavirus can't be said for most Indian states where
information is inconsistent. The principal huge scope concentrate on abortions and unintended
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pregnancies directed by The Lancet in 2017 said one of every three of the 48.1 million
pregnancies in India end in an abortion with 15.6 million occurring in 2015 13.

What can be tallied can be tended to, state general wellbeing specialists. Abortion laws
infrequently address speculations and assets since information gathering isn't normalized. Most
Indian women (and men) go to government clinics or medical care communities for family
arranging guidance including MTP. Since wellbeing is a state subject, the empowering parts of
the alteration, particularly information gathering, between New Delhi and the states can't be
disparaged.

Abortion laws depend basically on choosing when life starts and social orders will consistently
discuss this. When does the hatchling's life gotten deserving of security? After how long is it
defended to limit a woman’s right to MTP? There is nobody answer and defenders of against
abortion laws, who accept that life begins at preparation, have recently solid a contention as
individuals who trust it doesn't.

That is the reason we need laws. They don't generally reflect estimations of a general public
however within the sight of vulnerability, laws need to give a casing inside which individuals can
explore knowing with sureness what is lawful and what isn't. This mentions that the breaking
point can be viewed as subjective yet it is essential. This isn't an impression of what is right and
what's going on. On account of abortion, lawmakers have settled on a specific time period. For
certain nations it is 12 weeks, for other like India, it is currently 24 weeks.

A large number of women around the globe depend on a scope of answers for abortions, going
from costly private facilities to quacks. Unwritten and implied biases finish them from monthly

13

India’s new abortion law is progressive and has a human face, Chitra Subramaniam,
https://www.orfonline.org/expert-speak/india-new-abortion-law-progressive-human-face-62023/
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cycle pregnancies to menopause, by and large with no lawful or family uphold. The change has
finished one bunch of vulnerabilities. A move back is beyond the realm of imagination and that
is a significant advance for women.

